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Ecocriticism is as an ‚earth-centered approach‛ which studies ‚the relationship 

between literature and the physical environment‛ (Glotfelty). Glotfelty’s emphasis 

on the interconnection between human and nonhuman comes from the belief of 

interdependence and interplay between human culture and physical world, as he 

adds, ‚all ecological criticism shares the fundamental premise that human culture is 

connected to the physical world, affecting it and affected by it‛. When Simon Estok’s 

seminal essay ‚A Report Card on Ecocriticism‛ came into this field, ecocritical study 

finds a more organized perspective. In it, Estok highlights all the originative views 

on ecorciticism with necessary amendments. He opines that ‚ecocriticism has 

distinguished itself, [. . .] firstly by the ethical stand it takes, [. . .] and, secondly, by 

its commitment to making connections‛ (Estok). For him, ‚Ecocriticism may be 

many other things besides, but it is always at least these two‛ (Estok): by ‚two‛ 

Estok underlines our ethical commitment towards nature and interdependence 

between human and non-human. Both Glotfelty and Estok address the same 

identical surge of interest that our ethical consideration towards ecology is of vital 

importance. All seminal ecocritics, suffice to say, have come to a certain point that 

our ethical perspectives should be reassessed. And this can be materialized through 

an altogether understanding to the present global plight of ecocide:  

Ecocritics encourage others to think seriously about the relationship of 

humans to nature, about the ethical and aesthetic dilemmas posted by the 

environmental crisis, and about how language and literature transmit values 

with profound ecological implications. (Glotfelty)                   

One of the primary aims of ecoctricism is to shift human attitudes form 

anthropocentric view to biocentric one. There is no denying the fact that this field of 

study has gained importance today more because of its interdisciplinary outlook. 
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And the reason behind its success lies in its ability to generate ecoconsciousness. If 

today’s global crisis depends on ‚the function of human ethics‛ (Glotfelty), Ruskin 

Bond’s works play a major role in rethinking our attitudes towards nature. They 

uphold moral consciousness by criticizing our anthropocentric attitudes. As a social 

activist, Bond stands against our morbid lifestyle and fights for sustaining ecological 

harmony. The scenic settings of Dehra, Mussoorie and Landour in his writings 

invariably show his deep-rooted faith in the healing power of nature. The natural 

plunder in the name of industrial evolution bemoans Bond, he immediately asks for 

moral consideration: 

I am told that this entire region is ‘eco-fragile’ *. . .+ I should think most of our 

earth is ‘eco-fragile’, having had to put up with hundreds or thousands of 

years of human civilization. 

     Do we stop all development in the name of preserving the environment? or 

do we move on regardless? Proceed with caution would be the rational person’s 

answer. But are human beings really rational? (Rain in Mountains 236)  

Even now, Ruskin Bond is mistakenly judged only as an author of child 

fiction. His misleading narration compels his readers overlook some of his key 

arguments; as a result the underlying ironies remain unknotted. His stories, as M. K. 

Naik too thinks, register a close bonding between trees and humans (Naik 250). My 

paper would thus intend to assess not only the role Ruskin Bond’s works in 

generating eco-critical awareness but also to project the necessary relationship and 

interdependence between natural and physical world and how they create social 

harmony and enliven academia in the light of Estok’s organized emphasis on 

ecological awareness and essential human bonding with nature. 

‚Dust on the Mountain‛ depicts ecocide at hill-areas. Bond’s true affection for 

trees and callous human activities are equally emphasized. The story begins with 

Bisnu’s hope to find his luck at Mussoorie to cater his family need and his 

consequent bus-journey only to get surprised the tragic demise of trees by the forest 

ransackers. Bisnu happened to know how the trees become a product of human 

mercy. The inhuman judgements which were thriven at the harmless, rather 

benevolent nature, is exposed. 

Human bonding with nature is violated, when Bisnu and Chittru, in search of 

jobs in the nearby quarries, saw veils of dust from the limestones-quarries. 

Industrialization, to their worry, had made the area bare and deserted: 
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 When they did see the mountain, they found that the top of it was missing—

blasted away by dynamite to enable quarries to get at the rich strata of 

limestones rock below the surface. . . . The skeletons of a few tree remained on 

the lower slopes. Almost everything else had gone—grass, shrubs, birds, 

butterflies, grasshoppers, ladybirds [and so on]. (Bond, ‚Dust‛ 496) 

Human injustice not only terrified Bisnu but also affected our ecosystem. 

Deforestation completely plundered all those natural resources that enhance and 

purify our environment. Even the delicious wild strawberries—those which Chittru 

and his friend would eat—were destroyed. The demise of forest panicked Bisnu who 

is habituated with green mountains at his village and not with desert-like dart. 

When asked about the condition of trees at his village, Bisnu, as if in a voice of 

protest, complains to Pritam Singh: ‚Nobody has started blasting the hills as yet‛ 

(499). Having approached to the quarries, Bisnu was shocked watching combustion 

of shrubs and small trees. The speculation of the same fate of the tress at his village 

frightened him. Like Bisnu, we also worry about our future ‚whether the mountains 

would all become a desert like this particular range. No trees, no grass, no water—

only the choking dust of mines and quarries‛ (ibid). This scenario therefore 

accentuates that Environmental pollution is ‚an ecological problem‛ (Garrard 6) 

which unbalances the required propriety of ecosystem and makes ecology 

burdensome. 

Just as the story begins with hope, it ends in hope. It was at the end of the tale 

that a worldly person like Pritam Singh realized the life-saving power of trees, after 

when his truck met an accident and was salvaged by an Oak tree. Importantly, such 

sensible messages that natural resources appear in the front as human saviour  in 

both direct and indirect terms affect human minds in particular and the rest of the 

universe in general.  Pritam Singh’s life made Bisnu and Pritam to rethink; Bisnu 

decided to return home and start harvesting: ‚I’ll work on my land. It’s better to 

grow things on the land, than to blast thing out of it‛ (Bond, ‚Dust‛ 502). This 

cognisant young boy has now realized the guardian spirit in trees. Bond’s writing 

also affirms the belief that trees have their own intrinsic value and they are sprouted 

not to be destined for demolition.    

If ‚Dust on the Mountain‛ unveils the grim side of deforestation, ‚The 

Leopard‛ delineates bleak human behavior and criticizes human ignorance of non-

human resources. The story asks us to redress the injustice acted against an innocent 

leopard. The illegal hunting for skin, the increase of worldwide demand for meat 

and biomedical research, the insufficiency of habitats and conservation are some of 
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the key environmental issues taken up by Bond, who here urges critical responses 

from environmentalists and social thinkers of varied academic fields.  

‚The Leopard‛ is a story not only of cruel hunting but also of violation of 

trust; that the mistrust is not inherent, rather created due to anthropocentric 

outburst. The author here critiques how lack of greenery proves havoc on both 

human and non-human living. By hunting the leopard the hunters not merely 

perishes the steadily built trust between the narrator and the leopard, but also 

eliminates a hope for further development. The slowly but steadily built bond with 

nature is devastated by a wink, as the leopard becomes a prey to the hunters. The 

inhuman attitude makes the narrator feel sorry; he questions: ‚But did the leopard, 

trusting one man, make the mistake of bestowing his trust on others? Did I, by 

casting out all fear—my own fear and the leopard’s protective fear—leave him 

defenseless?‛ (Bond, ‚Leopard‛ 263). Bond subtlety raises such ethical questions, 

and highlights our flaws and insensibility. By stating that ‚*p+erhaps I had made him 

confident—too confident, too careless, too trusting of the human in his midst‛ (263), 

the narrator accuses himself.  

From the very outset, the forest world was accustomed with the innocuous 

presence of the narrator. Since all the animals, birds, trees, and the other natural 

elements accepted him to be a part of them a friendly harmony was started evolving. 

Even the ferocious leopard befriends him taciturnly. They have confronted a few 

times and parted away with mutual sympathy. The author expresses his genuine 

concern for the animal:  

The Leopard, like other members of the cat family, is nearing extinction in 

India, and I was surprised to find one so close to Mussoorie. Probably the 

deforestation that had been taking place in the surrounding hills had driven 

the deer into this green valley; and the leopard, naturally, had followed. 

(Bond, ‚Leopard‛ 259)  

The story highlights, as Mohanraj sees, that ‚the human beings should co-exist with 

nature *. . .+ because even after the author’s presence, the entire flora and fauna is so 

accommodating that the presence of a human being is hardly taken as an 

interference‛ (121). He adds that the leopard does not harm the protagonist because 

he has no evil intentions. Is it really possible to know the leopard’s intention? In the 

book Animals and Why They Matter (1983), as Garrard observes, Mary Midgley 

explicates the notion of ‘anthropomorphism’ is so intricate that it is often distorted. 

The behaviours of animals, she contends, are usually taken on the basis of human 

pattern (Garrard 138); this therefore contrives nothing but to misinterpretation. This 
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contention favours that the capability of feeling pain (in favour of an animal) elicits 

‚moral consideration‛ (137). Garrard affirms his argument with the agreement that 

non-human world has their own intrinsic value, for him animals must not be 

cornered and treated from anthropocentric viewpoint. The maltreatment meted out 

to a sinless animal (the leopard), as underlined by Bond, not merely shakes the 

narrator’s ethical value but also asks the entire academia for active consideration. 

The author’s self-conscious mode of transcribing ecocritical problems is pertinent 

from tomorrow’s worldview as well. The tale depicts a serious concern for wildlife, 

and Bond’s rebellious protest critiques the notion of anthropocentrism directly. The 

leopard can just be a mere ‚specimen‛ (‚Leopard‛ 263) for the hunters as its skin 

would provide them a handy amount, but it, even after its unfortunate death, 

remains ‚beautiful‛ (263) to the narrator. The selection of words makes the motive 

clear.  

In ‚Death of the Trees‛ the terrible picture of deforestation titillates our sense: 

‚The trouble is, hardly anyone (with the exception of the contractor who buys the 

felled trees) really believes that trees and shrubs are necessary‛ (460-61). The story 

betrays a cruel beheading of mountain trees, and shows that lack of ecological 

propriety reinforces pollution and dreadful consequences. The lives of trees have 

been cut short for human convenient vivifies another anthropocentric way of 

promise bereft of any ethical thoughtfulness. Bond exposes how natural demise 

directly affects the animal world, which is callously overlooked by Public Works 

Department (PWD): 

The explosions that continually shatter the silence of the mountains—as 

thousand-year-old rocks are dynamited—have frightened away all but the 

most intrepid of birds and animals. Even the bold langoors haven’t shown 

their faces for over a fortnight. (‚Death‛ 461) 

Yet, the author is optimist about the fate of the trees. He hopes for best that in the 

nearby mountain, where they have not yet been agitated by malign hands, they 

grow peacefully. By accusing his optimism immediately as being a ‚negative 

attitude‛ (461), he in turn pays a serious attention from his reader. 

That in Bond’s writing physical world exists with natural one speaks volume 

once again when he compares his brother’s death by a road accident to the demise of 

trees by PWD. He postulates that both his brother and the tree are ‚victims of the 

roads; the tree *is+ killed by PWD, my brother by a truck‛ (460). By making this 

comparison between his brother and the tree Bond not merely ascribes human spirit 

to the latter but also put them on the same moral ground for reappraisal. The 
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assassination of the trees appears to the author so vicious that he could hardly 

endure the sight. He decides to keep his window close. The disastrous act by PWD, 

to his dismay, multiplies dust and deserts mountain greenery. Such consciousness-

raising issues, as noted in Ruskin Bond’s stories, permeate through literature, ethics, 

biology, lifestyle, and so on, thereby propelling the entire academia to participate 

actively. Bond’s true concern for ecological harmony calls forth our social 

advancement in a systematic way. Estok endeavoured to treat ecocriticism as a 

theory and stressed that the scope of it gets broadened because of its ability to 

incorporate a variety of theories, such as feminist, Marxist, post-structuralist, 

psychoanalytic and historicist. Besides believing in making ‚connection‛ Ecicriticism 

has learnt to think beyond ‚Nature Writing‛ and promises, Estok concludes, ‚to 

offer more connections, deeper scholarship, and, if we do it properly, better effect in 

this troubled world.‛ 

Unlike the tragic doom of ecology in ‚Death of the Tress‛, ‚My Father’s Trees 

in Dehra‛ illustrates sheer optimism and mutual sensibilities. Human bonding with 

trees probably finds the greatest expression here. In this touching tale, the narrator 

treats his favourite Dehra as a friendly place to trees because of its productive aura. 

The story circles around Bond’s ailing father’s intimate affinity with trees so much so 

that he feels joyous and enlivened whenever he is among the trees’ easeful company. 

Their intimacy is further unfolded when the author finds a tendril of a creeping vine 

which, instead of moving towards him (Bond), touches his father’s feet magically. 

The author loves to believe that the sudden change in the tendril’s movement is 

because of its soulful relationship with his father: ‚I sat alone beneath a tree, I felt a 

little lonely or lost. As soon as my father rejoined me, the atmosphere lightened, the 

tree itself became more friendly‛ (‚My Father’s Trees in Dehra‛ 300). The narrator 

adds that he had hardly endured a desert-like earth—a world sans tress, and that he 

helped his father plant trees in a newly found island with exuberance. Years after 

when he returned their once-created island, now nourished by the trees, he finds 

their all-embracing quality. A Koel may ask his whereabouts, but his connection with 

trees, now multiplied at his great surprise, remains intact even after long passing 

years. Among their company he observes: ‚the trees seem to know me. They 

whisper among themselves and beckon me nearer. And looking around, I find that 

other trees and wild plants and grasses have sprung up under the protection of the 

trees we planted‛ (301). It is what Bond once put in Rain in the Mountains, ‚*t+he trees 

and I know each other quite intimately, and we have much to say to each other from 

time to time‛ (13-14), and added that, ‚*t+hey are my best critics‛ (14). 
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Ruskin Bond, through these stories, asks our participation not only to find out 

how human and non-human interdependence acts, but also to ascertain that 

protecting ecology is essential from an ethical perspective for better and prospective 

future. The author’s noteworthy gesture to play the role of an eco-critic is clearly 

visible through the reading of these stories. Bond subtly detects our overambitious 

advancement and pinpoints the needed rectification, puts us vis-à-vis a mundane 

reality to rethink, and glorifies Nature to make us realize that Her benediction takes 

part as an active participant in human-nature interplay.  
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